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THE STUDENT VOICE OF UM-ST. LOUIS
STDs: april is STDs
AwarenesS' month, focusing on
l~, more than just HIV. For this
, ~ story, see page 3.

Tennis team
drops two out of
three: The

.Hopkins withdraws from SGA race
Leader of UPB, ABC supports incumbent
for presidency of Student Government
_

BY
DOUG HARRISON
_
....... _..•........ - ... ... -_... __. _ - - - - _

.....•

_ .. _....

staff writer

Editorial: SGA administration
needs to enforce its own rules
when it comes to attendace 3t
assembly meetings.
See page 4.
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Stephanie Platt/ The Current

And then there were two (but not in this picture): Incumbent SGA President Jim Avery, left, Sharone Hopkins,
who dropped out of the race, center, a'nd Todd Appel respond to questions at a presidential debate Thursday.

Bomb threat forces
Buildings dominate candidates' debate
Clark Hall evacuation
m I mmn
I
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Citing "no panicular reason,"
Simone Hopkins, president of the
University Program Board and the
Associated Black Collegians as
well as candidate for Student
Government Association president, bowed out of the race Friday,
"After considering· this, I
believe I would have a chance to
win and wouldn't want to have to
split my time between [the other
organization's I lead] and SGA,"
Hopkins said in a telephone interview.
The evening before in a presidential debate, Hopkins made no
mention of his plans to withdraw,
calling his experience ,,~th UPB

and ABC his strongest pointS as a
candidate.
Friday, Hopkins said he may
consider making another bid for
the UPB presidency and remain
active on campus.
"I suppon Jim Avery and his
campaign," Hopkins said. "He's
doing an awesome job."
Avery said he was surprised by
the news.
"He called me and told me and
I thought he was joking at first,"
Avery said. "But this certainly
takes a lot of stress off me."
With Hopkins' withdrawal
from the race, Avery is opposed by
Todd Appel, a junior Honors
College student and president of
Pierre Laclede Honors College
Student Association. 0
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RENAISSANCE HOTEL Hosting the 1998 annual conference-ofttle M issouri College
Media Association, The
Current w as rec ognized with
12 awards in 10 categories fo r
design, writing, editing, pho-tography and adverti sing,
Individual winners w ere:
• Doug Harrison: first place,
newswriting; second place, indepth news report ing ; second
place and editorial page
pesi gn .
• Bi ll Rolfes: fIr'st place,
sports page design; second
place, in-depth news reporting.
• Brian Wall: first place.
advertising.
• Tom Wombacher: second
place, advertising.
• Daniel Hazelton: third
place, feature -pi1otography.
• Ashley Cook: honorable
mention, news photography.
• Amy Lombardo: honorable
mention, feature writing.
• Jill Barrett: honorable
mention, regular column.
The editorial board, edited
by managing editor Rolfes won
first place in state for editOrial
writing.
The Current staff and editor
Doug Harrison, who served as
president of the convention
this year, were named the third
place best overall college
newspaper in Missouri.
Judi Linville, faculty adviser,
served as adviser for the con·
vention.
The convention incl uded an
awards banquet Saturday with
remarks from Ray Hartmann,
publisher of the Riverfront
Times. 0

ODDS&ENDS . . . . . . . . . . . , . ,

Search comes up with nothing but (hoax'
---.

.............

_-_.. _..

Clark Hall was e\'acuated
brietly Tuesday m ornin C7 after
po tice t eceivea a bon1b tmeat.
According to Robert Roeseler ,
directOr of institutional sa fe ty,
U niversity p olice re ceived an
an onymous call around 9 a.m.
"The gist of it was that there
was a bomb inside Clark Hall that
was going to go off at 10 o'clock,"
Roeseler said.
Roeseler said that several officers were immediately dispatch ed
to the building.
"\Y,f e did a search of the building," Roeseler said. "'There were
no de"ices found."
After an initial search turned
up nOthing, police decided to set
off the fire alarms and clear Clark
Hall as a precaution.
If we're going to make a mistake then we'd much rather have
people out of the building then
leave them in the huilding,"
Roeseler said.
Roeseler said faculty were

info rmed o f the evacuation in
advan ce but many students were
not,
'''VIle tried to inform as many
p eople as we could why, but we
l1tcl.'i1'f want ro dlsrupr cia. ies anymore t han we had to Roeseler
said. "We didn 't want to scare
them so we just told them to leaw
the building and they did."
Roeseler ' aid the evacuati on
onJy lasted about 20 to _5 minutes.
"After we had everybody out
of th e building, after 10 o'clock we
again searched the bu ilding and
nothing was fo und and we again
allo'\'. 'cd people to go back in,"
Roeseler said.
Rocsder said "one or t wO"
similar threats had been received
hst year but last week's incident
was the first such hoax this year.
"\Y!e have to look at each one
individually. It depends on what's
said on the tape," Roeseler said.
Roeseler said making a bomb
threat is it class C felony.
The incident is still under
inYestigation. 0

C andidates competin g for the
office of Student G o vernm ent
Association pre ident add ress ed
their pri:>rities and ~hli h ted their
qualifi cati ons in a de ate at the
Pierre Laclede H onors College last
Thur day ni ght.
In cum bent SGA President Jim
Avery, alon g with challe ngers Todd
Appel and Sharone H opkins, each
made statements befor e taking
questions from the au dience and a
panel consisting o i The C UITen t editOr D oug H arrison and Phy ics
Club President Tina Fanerri.
The debate occun-ed prior to
H opkins' withdrawal from the race
on Fnday mornin g.
In his opening sta,ement, Avery
spoke of the actions he and his running mates have taken over the past
year, including the BookSwap and
teacher evaluation pages on the
Internet, and gettin g students
invok ed v,~th Homecoming and
tbe University Senate. He said that
if re-elec ted, he plans to establish a
South Campus council and to allow
student use of the present

Groups' poor aHendance at SGA meetings

could endanger, freeze funds next year
~_Y....~.. '-'..I'l..\'....~r..t:lc.'~L..~~ ......
staff writer

Several campus organizatIOns
may have jeopardized their standing in the Student Government
Association for failure to attend
(he required number of meetings.
According to the SGA's 1986
bylaws, representatives of organizations that are members of SGA
are not allowed ro miss more than
three meetings, to have more
than three absentee proxies or to
have a total of four or more
absences or proxies in one term.
The bvla,,'s further state that
those wh~ violate the attendance
policy are to be "automatically
expelled from the assembly."
Attendance records provided
by SGA last week indicate that
four organizations have missed
four or more of the SLX meetings
between August 1997 and
February
1998,
attendance
records were not available for
!\'larch.
The four organizations are listed with the Office of Student
Activities as being currently active

and as receiving funding from the
Student Activities budget. SGA
President Jim Avery said letters
are to be sent to organizations
who have violated or who are in
danger of violating the polic)'.
"When an organization is in
jeopardy, letters are sent Out to
the president or to the representative after two meetings, so it's not
a surprise," A very said. He also
noted that the violations will
probably nOt have an immediate
effect on the organizations' fundmg.
"It's late in the academic year,"
Avery said. "It won't do any good
ro freeze funds at this point."
Avery indicated, however, that
the absences may be taken into
consideration for next year's
funding. Representatives from the
Chinese Swdem Association and
the Panhellenic Association
declined to comment on the
issue; representatives from the
Politic~l
Science
Graduate
Srudel1l Ass'ociation and the
Sis terhood Exchange did not
return phone calls from The
Ctin·ent. 0

Uni\'~rsirr Center once the replaceresponded to queries about his
ment facili r '. ha been built.
involvement Vvith the University's
"T 0 me, that says that since the computer labs and his bypassing
students paid for it, it's the stu- opportunltles to address the
d 11(5' building,» Am -y said.
University Senate at its meetings.
Hop kins cited his tenure as Avery attributed his absence at th e
residem of both th e Associated senate to a p erso nali ty conflict with
Black . Co egians
an d
the fo rmer
senat e
chairperson
Uni vers ity Prog ram Boa rd as LaVvTence Friedman and said he was
acco mpLish menrs , saying (hat UPB unSure of hO\v many meetin gs he
bas participated in over 70 events bad addn:s,;cd. He also said he felt
sine las t fall. He said thac one of he had played a role in the upgradhis goals as SGA president would ing of the computer labs.
be [Q create a students' rights pam''\Vas I a direct result of the comphl et. " tudents are blinded by . puter labs? No. Was it a needed
\vh at right s they have [Q this cam- change) Definitely. Did it get done?
pus.
Yes, it did, while I was in office,"
Appel, president of the Pierre AvelY said. The only issue of major
bclede
H o no rs
C ollege disagreement among the candidates
A ssociatio n, stresse d student was the degree to which each
invoh-emenr, po intin g to his efforts emphasized the future use of the
to achieVE a high le·,.el of participacurrent University Center. Appel
ti on in H O;1ors C o Uege events. He maintained that the focus on the
said he h oped to improve commu- issue was misplaced, opposing
nication between students and the Avery's insistence that student
U niversity's administration, as well organizations or other student seras tbe workings of SGl\.. "I'd like to . vices remain in the building after the
stream line SG A and have fewer completion of a new U Center. 0
commi ttee. ," Appel said. "I think a
Log on for more Indepth
lot more will get done."
coverage
of the debates
Most of the audience's questions
were directed at Avery, who

Awareness Week spotlights
abilities of disabled o~ campus
BY

SUE

BRITT

special to The Current

Attended two
meetings
Representatives from the
lHainland Chinese Student
Association and the
Political Science Graduate
Student Organization

Attended one
meeting
Representatives fivm the
Panhellenic Association

Attended no
meetings
Representatives from the
Sisterlwod Exchange
source: office of SGA, atten-

dance records
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UM -St. Louis ' 18th

annual

A ware ness \V eek will kick off

l'v10nday, April 6th, at the U
Center lounge ,,-ith a three movie
marathon, free of charge. Mr.
Hulland's 0p;!5, AU'llkemngs and
Mlln Witholit A Face, will be
shown with Start times of 9:00
a.m., 12:15 p.m. and 2:30 p.m.,
respectively. This is JUSt the
beginning of a week long series of
events to help promote a greater
awareness of persons ,,,-ith disabilitles.
Events ",·ill take place daily
(hroughom the week on both the
North and South Campuses. In
addition to the movies there will
be activities including a wheelchair race, informative sessions
and disability simulations. These
can help people without disabili'ies to gain a better understanding
of what it may be like to live "'~th
these disabilities.

Awareness Wee k was fo rmerly known as Disabled Aware ness
Week until about five years ago.
Marilyn DittO, director of
Disability Access en'ices at
UM-St. Louis, commented that
the change had to do \vith the
Americans v.ith Disabilities Act
of 1990. DittO poin ts Out the very
title of the act shows the progress
that has been made in how we
think of the disabled. That it
begins
with
the
word
"Americans" rather than "disabled" remarks on the changing
sociology.
"The person comes fi rst, not
the disability," Dino said.
During
the
Meritorious
Sen'ices Awards ceremony on
Friday, Jim Russell \\.~11 discuss
this topic. Russell is a graduate of
UM-St.
Louis'
Counseling
Department and has A nention
Deficit Disorder.
Coming next week: coverage

of Awareness Week activities.
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Put it on the Board: The Cun,,"! El'€1!ts Bullen" Hoard" a semce pTtJL,ded fir'e of
dlarge 10 all ;:tudelll orgal11mhOIl< and Unwasily departmenL, alld dll'l.>1ons. Deodlinefor
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ciltlon. Space aJ7t."lrieranon L' glUen In student orgaI112atz07L' and L' on aJir5I-rome,Jirotserved basis 11 esuggest all S'Jb11lL,sians be pasted 01 least twJ u't'i'ks p710r to the event
Send 'lWm~<SlOm 10' 7ix1d AppeL 7940 Vail/nIl Hndge Road. 51 WUJ.S MO 63121 or
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Monday, Apr. 6
Lesbian, Gay, and Bisexual Students for
Change Meeting at 4 p.m. in 441
Stadler Hall. Contact: Ethel, 5013 .

t •

l
I,!

I
f

I

I
i

6438.
• Introduction to Weight Training class
on Tuesdays for the next three weeks.
Class meets from 1:00 p.m. to 2:30
p.m. in the Mark Twain Building.
Contact: Rec Sports, 5326 .

5581.

Wednesday, Apr. 8
• Assertiveness Training. Katherine
Welch, LCSW, a counselor at the
Counseling Service, will teach us all
effective techniques we can use to be
assertive in our daily lives from 12
p,m, to 1 p.m. in the Women ' s Center
211/ 212 Clark Hall. Contact: 5380.

• Studio in St. Louis-Poetry Readings.
Nan Sweet, assistant professor of
English and director of the Institute for
Women's and Gender Studies, and
Carol Niederlander, professor of
English, St. Louis Community College
at Forest Park, read some of their
recent poems at 12 p.m. in 229 J.e.
Penney. Contact: Karen Lucas, 5699,
• "Pompeii Revisited," a photographic
exhibit will have an opening reception
with a light luncheon at 12 p.m. and a
Lecture " How Private Efforts Revitalize
the City" at 12:30 p.m. by Professor
Dennis Judd in 362 SSB. Contact:

5273 .

• What's Love Got To Do With It part of
the UM-St. Louis Rivermen Film Series
at 8 p.m. in the U-Meadows Clubhouse.
Free Admission with a UM-St. Louis ID.
Contact: Student Activities, 5291.

i • International Seminar "Sacred Space
I

j

• Library Research Assistance Clinic
begins today and runs Monday-Friday
until April 10. Sign up at the TJL
Reference Desk for help with research
papers or projects. Contact: 5060.
• Biological Society Meeting at 1:30
p.m . in Benton 115. Anyone is welcome. Contact: Biological Society,

6438.
Tuesday, Apr. 7
• Taize Prayer from 12:25 p.m. to 12:55
p.m. in 75 J.C. Penney. Contact: Roger
Jespersen, 385-3000.
• "Some Recent Trends in Fiber Optics,"
Professor Ajoy Ghatak of the Indian
Institute of Technology in New Delhi

will discuss th is topic at 3:00 p.m. in
328 Benton Hall with Coffee at 2:45
p.m. in 516 Benton Hall.
Biological Society Meeting at 4 :30
p.m . in Benton 115. Anyone is welcome. Contact: Biological Society,

Institute for Women's and Gender
Studies Colloquium/Brief Board
Meeting "Relationships and Personal
Change in the Women's Studies
Classroom"-Craig Malkin, Psychology
Doctoral Candidate from 2:00 p.m. to
3:30 p.m. in 1312 Tower. Contact: Nan
Sweet, 6383 or Deborah Bowman,

David Baugher. news editor

!

.--------r-

and Promised Land: Aboriginal and
European Attitudes to Country and
Landscape." Frank Clarke , Associate
Professor of History and autll0r,
M acquarie University In New South
Wales, Australia will give a seminar.
The Seminar will be from 2:30 p.m. to
4:00 p.m. in the McDonnell Conference
Room 331 SSB. Contact: Center for
International Studies, 5753.
• Psi-Chi Colloquium Series-Dr, Ellen
Tetlow will speak-on Feminist Therapy
at 1 p.m. in 120 Research Building .
Refreshments served and Peer
Educators will be recruiting. There w; :i
be employment opportunities for Psych
Majors. Anyone can attend. Contact:
Lyn Patton, 7214 or 381-6326.
• There will be a panel discussion enti-

tied "Learn about Careers in Technical
Writing" at 10 a.m. in SSB 224. The
panel \vill includ e three technical w riters: Pat Dorsey from Solution
Consultan t s, Sharon Gamboro from
A .G. Edwards, and Marty Schuster
from Mastercard. Contact: Susan
Mueller, 5637.

History at the University of Vi rg in ia,
from 1:00 p.m. to 2:30 p,m. in the
McDonnell Conference Room 331 SSB
Contact: Int ern ational Studies , 5753.

I

I

Wendy Verhoff· cumm rdatians

Mary Lindsley· news associate

Amy Lombardo • features associate

! Dave

IUnworlhy· sports associate

I

Tanisha Tucker • business associate
7940 Natural Bridge Road
St. Louis, Missouri 63121
Newsroom· (314) 516-5174
Advertising' (314) 516-5316
Business' (3 J4) 516-5175
Fax' (314) 516~68lf

• A One Hour Golf Clinic For Beginne rs at
12 p.m, in the Mark Twain Building.
Contact: Rec Spor t s, 5326.

Friday, Apr. 10
• Good Friday Veneration of the Cross
and Communion Service at 3 p.m. in
the South Campus Residence Cha·pel.
Contact: Newman House, 385-3455 .

• A Protection and Personal Safety class
will be instructed by St. Lou is City
Police Officer Brian Vickers from 5:30
p.m. to 8:30 p.m. Contact: Rec Sports ,

email:
Otrren1@iiru:.lmlsl.ed!{
website:

5326.
Monday, Apr. 13
• "Reinventing Coeducation: The Case of
the Change Colleges," Frances L.
Hoffman, associate professor of
Sociology and of the women's studies,
will compare the outcomes of the transition to coeducation of formerly men's
and formerly women's colleges, examining how they met this unique opportunity to reinvent coeducation. This
event will be at 12 p,m. in 229
J.C.Penney. Contact: Karen Lucas,

httrJ.!/u·!t~v.l/m'l.edu/
siwlent life l curren tI

• Films: Perfect Image and Your Name Is
Cellulite will be shown from 12 p.m . to
1 p,m. in the Women's Center.
Contact: The Women 's Center, 5380 .

T

ile Current is published weekly on
Mondays. Advertising rates available upon request. Tenns. conde
tions and restrfctlons apply. The Current,
financed In part by student activities
fee, Is not an official publication of UMSI. louis. The University is not respons~
ble for the coCTteCTt of The Current or Its '
policies. Commentary and columns
reflect the opinion 01 the individual
author. Unsigned e<frtorlals reflect the
opinion 01 the majority of the ecfrtorial
board. All material coCTtained in each
issue is property 01 The Current and may
not be reprinted, reused or reproduced
without the expressed, written consent
of The Current. Rrst copy free; all subsequent copies, 25 cents, a\railable at the
offices of The Current. Serenity N w.

Wednesday, Apr. 15
• Braveheart part of the UM-St. Louis
Rivermen Film Series at 8 p.m. in the
U-Meadows Clubhouse. Free Admission
with a UM-St, Louis ID. Contact:
Student Activities, 5291.

5699,
Thursday, Apr. 16
• Braveheart part of the UM-St. Louis
Rivermen Film Series at 10 a.m. in the
U-Center Lounge. Free Admission with
a UM-St. Louis ID. Contact: Student
Activities , 5291.

• Wallyball Doubles Tournament in the
M ark Twain Building. Teams should
consist of two same or opposite sex
players. Contact: Rec Sports, 5326.
• "Why Black Folks Sing the Blues and
Coloured People Don't: Race and State
in the United States and South Africa.
This presentation w ill be given by John
Edwin Mason, from the Department of

l\\CMA

Friday, Apr. 17
• Team Trivia Night from 7 p.m. to 10
p.m. in the Mark Twain Building.
Contact: Rec Sports, 5326.

ere;J
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<'k Twain
.: :

President:

.

10:30 - 2:30

::

'c h Building

Wednes

Vice President:
Micha.el~

Ja.me;s AV'ery

Sit Rankins
Tbomas Albrecht

Todd Appe,l

Brian D. Reed
Patr'ick Aar'o n Grove
Keith Harris

Comptroller :
Benjamin Ash
Steve.n Wolfe
Paul Puricelli
,

i

[ T. Wombacher· ad. associate. .t 1.,
h assOClGte ~l'
I stephanie Platt· polo
t
Todd Appel • prod associate
1

5105.

'

Marty Johnson • cartoonist

For SGI Pres-denl,Vice Presidenl,
and
Iroller
.

~jj

Scott Lee· copyedilor

M. Regenstuger. A&E editor

• A Disc Golf Tournament will be run
until April 17 in the Mark Twain
Building. Contact: Rec Sports, 5326.

• Student Social Work Association
Meeting in the Lucas Hall Evening
College Conference Room at 4 p.m. on
the third floor. Contact: Barb Collaso,

Ken Dunkin· sports editor
Daniel Hazelton • p';otography dir

I

Tuesday, Apr, 14
• "Frogs and snakes: The texture of biodiversity," this lecture will be given by
Dr. Harry W. Greene as part of the
Jane and Whitney Harris Lecture
Series, This event will be held at 7:30
p.m. in the Living World at the St.
Louis Zoo. Contact: 5789 for reservations,

Thursday, Apr. 9
• What's Love Got To Do With It part of
the UM-St. Louis Rivermen Film Series
at 10 a.m. in the U·Center Lounge.
Free AdmiSS ion with a UM-St. Louis 10.
Contact: Student Activities, 5291.

Becky Rickard • fean/res editor

-'

Kimberly Muex
Tawnya Reed

~

~l)e
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Becky Rickard, features editor
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ecmail: s100854@admiral.umsl.edu
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column

a

by Kenneth Winfrey • special to The Current
1Y 35 more shopping

ys until the end of the
semester and
that
means that I have a litde over a
month of formal grad-swdentloser status left. And you know
what that means. Yup, a real job. I
will no longer have the luxury of
watching mid-morning talk shows
because I am neurotically incapable of doing any of my gradschool duties, such as reading
books on the industrial revolution
in Russia during the early years of
" Athe Communist regime. Maybe
• I'm not neurotic; I just have good
taste. But then what am I doing
watching talk shows?
Of course, getting a "real" job
(as opposed to all those fake jobs)
is a problem for me because I have
little idea what a real job is. I was
under the impression that if you
1 were paid and you'd really rather
. be doing something else when you
were there, then-bingo!-you were
the proud possessor of a job. From
what I can figure out, "real" jobs
carry with them the illusion that
you can actually make a career out
of them and only poor, deluded
fools take this seriously.
I may be a poor, deluded fool,
but at least I require that my jobs
carry a high entertainment potential with them before I will work
there. One job that I had about
two years ago measured quite high
on the entertainment factor. I was
a psychiatric technician at a local
hospital. During the ftrst week on
the job, I was in orientation and I
wasn't quite sure that I wanted to
take it. I wasn't sure - that is until the end of orientation when
we learned that the hospital was
the site of the exorcism that took
place in the 1940s; the exorcism on
which the movie The Exorcist was
based.
The exorcism took place on the
psychiatric unit of the old hospital,
which was demolished in the
1970s. Apparently, it was during
the demolition that some of the
notes taken by one of the priests
involved in the exorcism were
found. According to the staff, the
boy who was exorcised is now a
successful businessman. Still has a
bit of the devil in him, I guess.
Anyway, after hearing the story, I
decided that this place might be an
interesting place to work, and
.
damned if it wasn't.
One of the dovmfalls of the job
!
lwas that it has made every other
job I've had since to appear totally
unstressful. When I hear my bosses bitch about paperwork, or comment on how stressed they are, I
can't really see where the crisis is. I
mean, come on, when you're used
to a "crisis" meaning that someone
~s trying to kill himself, paperwork
deadlines seem pretty benign in
com pans on.
. I do miss it, though. I miss
going to the nurse's station for
some gloves or something and
finding a butcher knife in one of
the drawers (something every
well-equipped psych unit needs.)
Another fun thing was to see the
expression on cops' faces when we
told them they couldn't bring their
guns on the unit, (I told them not
to worry; I'd cover them with the
unit Uzi.)
I guess I just can't get around itI'm going to have to work for a living.D

Jill Barrett's column appears

Jt;

April is STDs

every other week. You can
call her at 516-5174, e-mai I
her at Gurrent@jinx.umsl.edu
or fax her at 516-6811

"Jane" is a 21-year-old UM-St.
Louis student whose real name will
not be used. She's made rhe Dean's
List almost every semester and she
is quire active with extra-curricular
activities at the University. Jane is
attractive, intelligent and well-liked
by her peers. She's never touched an
illegal drug, cigarette or alcohol. She
is what many might call "the girl
next door" or maybe even "the perfect girl." However, Jane is HIV
POSltlvc.
] ane, like many younger women,
went through a period of fascination with males.
"I loved guys and I lovt:d sex. For
me it was like a drug," Jane admitted. "It's something how a couple of
years of wild behavior can have consequences that extend intO the rest
of your life."
Jane is not alone. According to
the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention, one in 500 college
students have tested positive for
HIV, the virus that cau ses AIDS.

Based on these figures, approximately 30 UM-St. Louis studems
could be included in the 8 to 10 million people world-w"ide who are
HIV positive.
April is Sexually Transmitted
Disease Awareness Month, but
HIV is nOt the focus in 1998.
Another STD, a very common but
nOt
well
known
Human
Papillomavirus, also known as genital warts, is also now getting he
attention of health officials at the
American
Social
Health
Administration.
According to ASHA, of the estimated 20 to 40 million people
infected with the incurable HPV.
Many people infected 'With HPV are
between the ages 18 and 25, the age
of the typical college student.
College students and their peers are
at particular risk as a result of these
statistics.
The symptoms of HPV, like
those of HN, are nor always preva-

Who is your role model?

"James Primm, the master of
history, and Lao-Tze, the master
of life."
·Jim Orlopp
graduate student

"My cousin, Bonita Taggart."
Latasha Harvey
second year/marketing

"My father: he always told me
that if I put my mind to it, I
could accomplish anything."
-Sabrina Melvin
third year/early childhood

"George Clooney in his role as
Dr. Doug Ross on ER."
·Pat Rauscher
senior/nursing and pre-med

"My mother."
-Lisa Huttegger
juniorI education

You read The Current and we'd like to thank you.
'8 . . . . . . $ • • • • • • • • • • • •

The Current's own features editor will be in the
Underground at 12:30 tomorrow with free passes to a
new release. Find her and the passes are yours. This
week's movie is brought to you by TCI C-able and its
entertainment show, EQ, hosted by FM 10I.J The
River's Ken Williams and Dave Doerre, on TCI Channel
3 and Charter Cable channel 8.

Awareness month,
.focusing on more
than just HIV

lent in the early mges of infection.
\X/hen symptoms do emerge, how-

ever, they appear in the fonn of
warts on the genital region, hands,
or feet, usually in a cauliflower pattern. According to ASHA, HPV is
especially dangerous for women
because it can cause cervical cancer.
There is also concern among
local officials about the syphilis
epidemic that
began in St.
Louis
m
1 9 9 1 .

Syphilis is a
bacterial
infection
mainly spread
from partner
to partner durmg
sex.
Painless sores,
known as chancres, are the first
symptoms of the
disease. They usually form 10 to 90
days after contact with an infected
person and w"ill heal in one to five
weeks. One to six months after
infection, a rash may appear over
the entire body or on the soles of
the feet or on the palms of the
hand. Some people with syphilis do
not get. these second signs of infection, or the signs a.re so slight that
they go unnoticed.
According
to
the
U.S.
Department of Health and Human
Services, St. Louis ranked third only
to Baltimore and Memphis in the
number of syphilis cases in 1996.
For every 100,000 people,
Baltimore had 80 cas.:s of syphilis;
Memphis had 45.9 and St. Louis
had 39.6. Syphilis is among the 10
most frequently reported inft!ctions
diseases in the United States as
reported by the CDC.
Of the 12 million new victims of
STDs that are reported in the
United States, two-thirds are people less than 25 years old and oneforth are teenagers. Despite this,
Diane Moody-Mitchell, staff nurse
at UM-St. Louis Health Services
believes that many still have a non-

chalant view regarding the prevention of STDs and safer sex.
"Some people still do nOt believe
(hat it w"ill happen to them. They
believe they are being careful
because they know the person,
They sometimes think that everything's okay and let their guards
down but they don't consider
whether or not
that person has
always practiced
safe

sex,"

MoodyMitchell said.
Because of
the danger of
STDs, every
sexually active
person will
have to make
the choices
that prevent
the spread of
. STDs. The most reliable protection is abstinence. for, many abstinence means a lot of discipline and
a loss of freedom but its the most
effective way to protect yourself
against STDs. Avoid drugs or alcohol because these products make
sexual activity seem easier since
they impair decision-making ability. There are Other ways of
e)qJfessing intimacy such as mutual
masturbation, massages and sharing
erotic fantasies.
Using latex condoms is an alternative. With a 90 percent success
rate, they are the next best prOtecti n according to St. Louis Metro
Aids. Female condoms ' aie also '
becoming a popular form of barrier
method protection but the success
rate is not as high as the m?Je condom.
For now, only a cure can save
"Jane" and people like her. For others, abstinence is the only guaranteed prevention from STDs. If you
must have sex, use a condom male or female - because anyone
can catch an STD. Kevin White,
service coordinator for Sr. Louis
Metro Aids, stresses the impor-

Telephone
Numbers
CDC National STD
Hotline
1-800-227-8922
CDC National AIDS
Hotline
1-800-342-2437
The vVi[! Rogers Institute
914-761-5550
Herpes Hotline
in St. Louis
314-781-2700
UM-St. Louis
Health Sero!'ces
314-516-5671

Literature
{(The New Our Bodies
Ourselves" by the
Boston Women's Health
Book Collection, 1992,
Touchstone. $20
"Your Sexual Health"
by Jenny
McCloskey,MD., Halo
Books, 1993. $15.95
{(The Male Body: A
Physidan's Guide to
l'Vhat Every Man
Should Know About
His Sexual Health," by
Abraham Morgentaler,
MD., Fireside, 1993.
$10

Events
Unversity Health
Seroices is sponsoring a
STD Awareness
Program, "Know the
ABCs t6 Help heven!
STDs" on April 21 in
Seton Hall Lobby from
7:30 to 8:30 p.m.

tance of awareness.
"We must focus on prevention
and education. It is also the inhibition that we have about sex that
keeps us from discussing the issues,
White said. "We must demystify
STDs." 0

Bally's has nothin' on us
Ufitness center has equipment ofprofessional gym, canvienence ofon-campus facilities
Along with the fitness center and use the free-weights room as a team,"
staff writer
free-weight room, the indoor facilities Steinmetz said, "but the fitness center
include a 25-yard swimming pool; four is kept open for the student body."
People are taking their health more racquetball/handball courts, two of
There are a variety of leagues, tourseriously these days. There is plenty of which can be converted to wallyball; a naments and eventS in recreational
medical research being done on the. running track; the gymnasium, with sportS that give students the opportuhazards of eating roo much red meat eight basketball areas, three volleyball nity for more interaction with Others.
or fatty foods, and the potential dan- courts, and six badmintonlpickleball Upcoming events include sand volleygers of cigarettes and alcohol. But in courts; an aerobics room; and an ball, paintball, coed softball, frisbee
order to stay fit, physical exercise is a eqUIpment room.
golf, golf, tennis and a new addition of
. key element in any plan.
"[Students] can check equipment trivia night. Most eventS are free for
It is apparent, through the recent out of the fitness center," Steinmetz students, although paintball and sand
explosion of gyms and health facilities said. "There is a variety of equipment volleyball require a $10 deposit (not
across the United States, that exercis- available: volleyballs, basketballs .. , "
refundable for no-shows and cancellaThere are also six outdoor tennis tions without 48 hours notice), and
ing is not only beneficial to the body,
but profitable to the purse. Fees for courts, two outdoor racquetball golf tournaments charge for greens
joining these organizations can be courtS, and a large multipurpose SpOrtS fees.
expensive, especially ro the average field. The only thing necessary to use
There is one last thing for those
college student.
any of these facilities is a valid student . people serious about staying fit, and
Fortunately for UM-St. Louis stu- ill.
willing to part with a little bit of cash.
Due to some unavoidable conflicts The UM-St. Louis WeUness Classes
dents, there is another option. Like
most universities, UM-St. Louis has a with sports teams and events, the are available through the Recreational
fitness center open to all students, fac- hours that the gymnasium, swimming Sports Department in the Mark Twain
ulty and staff. The road to fitness pool and racquetball courts are avail- Building.
begins conveniently in the Mark able may be limited or subject to
Part of the program is a complete
Twain Building on the North change. Small yellow pamphlets can be fitness consultation, for a fee of $30 for
Campus.
found across campus listing the hours studentS and $35 for faculty, staff and
Pam Steinmetz, intramural coordi- of operation and general infonnation alumni. It includes a body fat analysis,
nator for UM-St. Louis, knows the for 1998 winter semester.
nutritional analysis and an individualbenefits of the fitness center ro StuThere is also a monthly calendar ized exercise regimen tailored to fit
dents. The equipment is the same as in published by the Recreational Sports individual goals. For the body fat analymost expensive gyms, with other Department that can be picked up in sis only, the charge is $3 for studentS
advantages that may COSt extra or not the Mark Twain Building, and is also and $5 for faculty, staff and alumni.
be available at all.
distributed by mailing ust.
There are also personal training and
Although teams and eventS may fitness instructions, with a nationally
"[The fitness center] has all of the
Nautilus equipment, quite. a few car- take precedent in some areas, certified trainer, that show how to
diovascular machines, and we also have Steinmetz pointS Out that is not true make work-out time more effective.
Universal
weight
machines," for the fitness center.
The fees are $30 per hour for studentS,
''The athletes use both the free- and $35 per hour for staff, faculty and
Steinmetz said. "There's a whole separate room for free~weights."
weights and fitness center. They can alumni. 0
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Everybody needs
to be aware

Absentees should be put on .ice
The Issue:
The bylaws of
the Student
Government
Association
state that organizations are
not allowed to
mi ss more than
three meetings.

We Suggest:
The SGA should
not only ex pel
the four organizations who have
missed too many
meetings, but it
should freeze
their funds for
next year, also.

So what do
you think?
Let us hear from

ymJ on this or
any issue in a
letter to the editor.

T

he Student Government
Association bylaws of the
constitution state that organizations that fail to be represented
at more than three meetings will be
expelled from the assembly. Though
we are not sure exactly which
bylaws - either the November 1993
or the December 1986 bylaws - are
valid, both state basically the same
consequences, which do not seem
stringent enough, for miSSing more
than three meetings.
Tile 1986 bylaws state that an
organization will be expelled and will
lose recognition for the rest of the.
academic year. Loss of recognition
means the SGA will freeze the organization's funding until the first SGA
meeting of the fall semester.
The 1993 bylaws are not as specific. They simply state that if an
organization misses more than three
meetings, it is expelled from the
assembly. They don't say anything
about
lOSing
recognition.
Furthermore, they don't state for
how long the organization is
expelled.
Both constitutions state that if
representatives leave meetings
early, they should be considered
absent. The e xecutive committee
failed t'o' take attendance at the end
of at least the first two meetings on days when representatives left
early. Jim Avery, SGA president,
assured the assembly during the
first meeting that the representa-

tives who were leaving early would
be considered absent. Unfortunately
for the students who remained for
the entire meeting, attendance was
not taken at the end of that meeting.
So far, four organizations that
receive Student Activity funding
have missed more than four SGA
meetings. Hopefully, their funds
have been frozen. If not, it is unfair
to those organizations that do show
up to all of the meetings. This also
gives organizations no incentive for
attending meetings, if they know
they will not have to face the music.
The consequences for missing
more than three meetings are also
not harsh enough: An organization
that attends the four meetings in
the fall semester is not punished for
long if it misses the four meetings in
the winter semester. Its funds would
be frozen after the April meeting less than three weeks before the
last day of class. Of course the funds
would be frozen all summer, but the
Student
Activities
Budget
Committee would have already
approved the organization's allocation for the next year, allowing it to
receive funding in September.
. Ii an org a nization fails to meet
the ~equire'ments outlined in the
SGA constitution and bylaws, it
should lose recognition for the rest
of the term and for the following academic year. After all, how difficult is
it to attend five meetings a year? 0

A

s the 18th annual
Awareness Week sponsored
by Students with
disAbilities unfolds over the next few
days, the entire UM-St. Louis community should consider how to make life
easier for students who must overcome significant physical and/or mental obstacles to attend college.
This evaluation should proceed on
both an institutional and a personal
level.
As the University plans a number of
major construction projects, such as
the new University Center and the
Performing Arts Center, the special
needs of persons with disabilities
should be considered in every phase of
building design, ensuring that new
facilities not only meet, but also
exceed the standards for disabled
access proscribed by law.
Moreover, as various renovation projects continue, such as that in the
Thomas Jefferson Library, planners
should take care not to lessen existing
access to resources and seriously consider developing new services to better
aid patrons with unique needs.
Individual students should likewise
evaluate their ability to aid peers who
might need assistance by offering to
take notes or hel p with library research
when asked. Students shoul d respond
to querie s on bull etin ards and in the
c lass,ifj eds placed by individuals with
disabilities who req ' assistanc e ..
In the same way, faculty should give
the needs of stude nts with disabilities
sp€cial consideration .
If everyone on campus does his or
her part, every week can be disAbled
awareness week. 0

- - - GUEST CoMMENTARY --~

Communication
lacking at U

i~'
~

W

ell, it happened again. I opened up my
mailbox ('which, since I live herein the
residence halls on campus, is located on
campus) and I found an envelope from a department
here on campus, posunarked and stamped for 52 cents.
Wi'hen requesting this particular piece of mail from its
office of origination, I made it quite cle..'U", as I always
do, that since I live right here on campus, they could
simply send it in one of those cute little pink Campus
Dispatch envelopes. That way, I would receive it a day
or so earlier, and they would save the postage. But no,
I guess that in order to be more efficient, they went
ahead and spent 52 cents of my tuition and taxes to
mail an envelope from 8001 Natural Bridge Road to
8001 Natural Bridge Road.
I don't suppose rd mind tOO much if this was JUSt
a one-tune occurrence.
Unfortunately, however, this
kind of thing is JUSt one more
example of the lack of communication that exists on this
campus, a consequence of its
massive bureaucracy. In addition to the aforementioned
D.
-- -MI
- - - - -AUER
- - - - waste, a 1ot 0 f my m;ail'15 still
guest commentator
_,'
sent from U1lS campus to my
parent's house in Kirkwood. H l depanmem here at
U]v1-St. louis doesn't have my current address as
"Honors Hall" then there is a communications breakdmvn, and I've lived here almost two years now.
Worse, a fellow resident here on exchange from
Virginia receives her U11-St. lDuis mail at her home in
Virginia.. No one ever stops to think that if she's a student here, maybe she lives in the same time zone.
bck of communication stretches beyond the mail of
course. bst semester I registered for a course for which
r did not have the prerequisites. These prerequisites 'were
not listed in the schedule of classes, my adviser didn't
know about and it ,vasn't until I had bought the books
and mended twO of the classes that the instructor told
me I wasn't supposed to take the class. Of course, the
fact that I had chosen this class and registered for it is
better than the siruation at the Honors College currently, where students have been kept waiting an ex1:ra week
for ne.,\.'t semester's course descriptions, because the
instructors (who probably get upset when our assignments are bte) are too lazy to get them in on time. 0
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Negative column and cartoon
confuses student senator
I am writing in response to Bill Rolfes' comments in
the March 30 issue, "Questioning Validity of SGA
Committees." Bill mentioned in the arricle that there
was talk of a student advisory hoard meeting as a result
of Tonya Hutchinson and me ~riling up" students over
fce increases and the Performing Arts Center. \X'hat was
actually proposed at the SGA meeting \vas a tmvn hall
forum where students could meet to discuss viable
means of including their voices in decisions inlpacting
our educations and wallets. Although I admit that no emails were sent, the tinle and proposed location of that
tQv,n hall meeting was published in you paper. I'm sorry
that Bill missed it. The turnout at the meeting was
shockingly poor, a result that was also reported in your
paper.
I am some...vhat confused by the intent of both your
article and the canoon describing the new srudent members of the Senate (to which both Tonya and I were
elected) as "Blanche's robot., v,~th battery packs." If the
intent of the paper is to encourage the participation of
more students in campus organizati?ns and issues, I find
it hard to believe that any students considering such a
future move would be encouraged by the implication
that anyone attempting to affect campus politics is a
mere robot. Given that the new srudent members of the
Senate have only attended one meeting, I would think

judgnlent might be withheld until we have at least had an
oppomu1lty to partiCipate.
-Gail Babcock

Election volunteers needed
I am writing to commend The CUrrent on doing a
great job on covering all of the candidates running for
student government (at least those 'Wno responded).
The last couple of years, presidential candidates only
have been covered. I think you have given the students a
better informed opinion of who to vote for this year,
which should improve voter turnout.
I am also writing because we still need many volunteers to operate the election polls. I encourage anyone
who has time on April 8 and 9, from 10:30 a.m. to 2:30
p.m. and from 4:30 to 8:30 p.m., to please sign up for an
hour or rwo. You can do so by calling the SGA at 5165105. We have many locations throughout campus that
need your help to make this a successful election.
And lastly, a comment in response to Mr. Wolfe's
comments last week, and to anyone in general. I suggest
that when there is a reason to file a grievance, then that
would be the appropriate lime to talk about it, and to do
it. And may I also say that if you have any input into
how the elections are run, you come and talk to me
directly. I am always open to suggeslions, and will Lake
them with serious consideration.
-Jason Brazeal

have joined the countless thousands who have fled like so
many wallabies to the cool waters of the West. My choice
was not as intentional as most; that is, I landed in the far
flung reaches of Lincoln County by happenstance - a forced
migration of necessity that had more to do with which aunt and
uncle would take in a dirt-poor college student than it did any
convoluted notion of white flight or urban sprawl.
Bur after only a week or two, it's clear to me why so many are
chucking sometimes years of genealogical or bmilial connections
to the city and county and making a mad dash for the first
postage stamp plot of land they can afford. It's not about what
they think they'll find when they get to there: better schools and
higher property values and better infrastructure. These are all
important. But it's about what they're fleeing, what's been left
\,
behind when the U-Haul pulls away.
It is, alas, about fear: fear that
"those people" or "their kind" will
move in next door, that the widow
Goldberg'S house will be taken over
by drug lords when she dies.
Xenophobes bristle at the suggestion
..;
that they are scared of integration or
lI': I,
"
,
that the land over there, across the
Missouri is so appealing because it so
editor in chief
white and so affluent. But their actions
suggest that hostility is little more than a defense mechanism.
White, former Nonh Counrians are fond of pointing to
Berkeley and Kincloch, and increasingly, Jennings, as irrefutable
citations that the more diverse the population becomes (and I am
phrasing this trend in much more palatable tones than it has been
"observed" to me) the more trashy, run-down, poor, trailerparkes que those communities have become.
~
Yet these people, many of them educated and otherwise ratio- .
nal thinkers, make no mention or apparent notice of two major
socioeconomic factors of the last decade: the intentional reduction in the work force of large industrial employers in North
County and buyouts from noise mitigation of the early '80s.
Berkeley, to take one example, was virtually reduced by half
when the government mandated buyouts around lambert. In
one fell swoop, almost 10,000 Berkelians were displaced. At (he
I
same time, then-McDonnell Douglas, Ford and others were
reducing their work force, and many of the 'l;l.10nder Years families of Berkeley who moved there precisely because of its proximity to their unskilled laboring jobs, were left to relocate or revise
their standard of livin g for one unavoidable rcason or another.
But th ese complex hctors (only cmdely mentioned here) are
rarely ever brought to bear on a discussion of white flight and
urban de cay. In'Sl'ad, the po tentially rewarding conversation
deo-cnerates in to a dogmatic, c1assist, often racist argument over
wh ose suffering has been or 'Will be greater.
I must admit; it's nice to live in a close-knit community where
peo ple don't roU up their wind ows or lock their doors at night.
But I wonder every day if this was n't the same feel, the same storybook appeal that, say, Ferguson or Bridegron or Normandy
once had for scared white folks looking fo r a place to mn.
The consequences of such inescapable fcar are enormous,
because one can never run hr enough, put enough distance
between that mOst fe re d thing and oneself. The short drive to
,
wo rk becomes a commute; becomes cultural, social and debJitat- ~ j
ing isolationism. 0
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This shy guy likes
to go unnoticed

I

've always been kind of a quiet, shy guy. My teachers in
grade school and high "chooll.iked me because I would sit
there quietly and do my work without bothering anybody
(most of the time). I'm still kind of quiet in my classes - although
I did raise my hand in one of my classes rwo days in a row last week.
A lor of people would probably say I'm an inrrovcn, because I
don't talk a whol e lot. I'm not the type of guy to stan up a conversation'lvith a complete stranger; I'm nOt exactly the life of every
party; and I can't B.S. as salesperson can.
As a basketball officj"J, it is probably best that I'm an introven.
\X'hen I talk to players and coaches during the pre-game conference,
I don't get buddy buedy with them. I shake their hands and smile
when I introduce myself, but then we discuss a few basic rules and
that's it. Everything is kept professional, and after prc-game is over
the coaches are neither my friends nor my enemies ... yet.
For the most part, an official wants to
remain invisible. If I do a good job, no one
notices I'm there, but if I Stink up the
joint, I become pan of the game and, consequently, the center of attention.
I take journalism in the same manner,
as EvelY journalist should. A journalist
should report the news, not be a part of it.
BILL ROLFES
This poses some'ivhat of a problem
managing editor
because The C"n-ent is a publication and a
student organization, just like every other group that receives
Student Activity funding. In order for us to get funding from the
University, I must attend Student Government Association meet- { {
ings (I wouldn't want my organiz<1tion's allocation to get frozen),
Even though I attend the SGA meetings as a representative, not
as a reponer, I like to keep silent and out of the bickering.
\X!hen I report on an event, many times I go unnoticed, except
,. ,
when I approach someone for an interview before the event stans
or after it's over. I don't 'want people to act or speak differently JUSt
because someone is reporting on them.
Take a so-called "town hall forum" that a pair of students called
earlier this semester to discuss different issues like the Perfonning j li
Arts Center and fee increases for the new U Center. It was difficult to Stay out of the news when I reported on it, since r made up
10 percent of the crowd, but I think I was successful at remaining
incognito - one of the two students who called the forum didn't
even realize I was there. Thar's how I wane it [0 be.
I
Maybe it's sad that I'm shy, hut some people in this world have
!
gOt to be. If everyone were an eJo..'trovert, we would have about five
I
town hall forums on campus evelY day. And that would be just too !
much news for my fellow reponers and me to cover. 0
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Baseball team wins again

Ken Dunkin, sports editor

phone: 871-2192 fax: 516-6811
e-mail: kdunkin@rocketmail.com
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BY JOE HARRIS

staff writer

sports editor

T

he baseball season is
only four games old
and I am already tired
of the Mark McGwire home run
chase hype.

Will the hype please stop? I
have been hearing on every radio
call in show about how Mac is
on a pace to hit 162 home runs
and around 350 RBIs. Are these
J?eople really serious or just really stupid? I think it's both.
The hype is everywhere. Mac
is on the cover of every baseball
magazine, the front of the Post,
St. Louis Magazine, and even in
columns in The Cun-ent. Every
baseball show has profiles on
him and enough graphs to make
even USA Today seem like The
N~ York Times. It is maddenmg.
Don't get me wrong, I love
Mac-: He was my childhood idol.
A big strong home run hitter
that hits moonshots? How
c t uld he not be a kids idol? He
is terrific player and his long
tlistance home runs are infamous. He is one of the best in
the game.
Early in his career he hit tons
of homers but injuries here and
there .1kept him from playing a
full season.
But the hype must cease.
Four homers in four games is
great. But the press is driving me
insane. I'm as guilty as the next
person. I have anticipated his
chase for Roger Maris' 61 home
run record for years. Not that
the actual streak is starting here
t in good ole St. Louis it is getting
a little old.
I know people want to talk
about it. I know people want
him to make 61. There are over
155 games left in the season_
Give the hype a rest, please. As
long as reporters harp on him
about
what he is going to do, it
,
s only going to make it tougher.
The stress will set in sooner or
later. After every game he gets
hit with tons of questions. One
of these days the man is going to
snap. All the stress is going to
get to him.
How will McGwire finish the
4' eason? If he stays healthy he
has every opportunity to hit 6l.
He hit 58 last year, a season in
which he had to adjust to a new
league and being in the middle
, of a horrible lineup. This year
the team is better and Mac is
seeing better pitches, so he has a
It ~eat shot of doing it. The thing
is I don't think that he can stay
healthy. Last season was his first
full season since 1990. Lady
Luck will likely run out soon on
Cinderella Mac.
The ball will end and the talk
~
Maris' streak ending will be
, over. Do I want that to happen?
Not really, but I do want the
talk of the streak to end.
If the streak continues, then it
is only going to get worse and I
will have to hide out. 0
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Levar Dillard drove in three runs
and Shane Brannan pitched a complete game as the Rivermen baseball
team beat SIU-Edwardsville 4-1
Wednesday.
The Rivermen were paced by
Brannan's complete game, as he gave
up only one run on five hits. He also
recorded eight strikeouts and only
one walk.
"The pitching of Shane Brannan
was clearly the reason we won that
game," said head coach Jim Brady.
The victory evened Brannan's
record to 2-2 for the season. He's
appeared in five games this year and
has a 4.20 earned run average. In the
30 innings he has pitched, he has
given up 30 hits with 24 strikeouts
and only 8 walks. His 3-1 strikeout
to walk ratio is the best on the team,
plus don't let his ERA fool you, he's
. one of the most consistent pitchers
on the team.
"He had an ouring against
Southeast Missouri where they
knocked him around it bit," Brady
said.
"But that's misleading because
~
~ they're [SEMO] a di\~sion one team.
He pitched really well, bur they still
hit him."
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Outfielder Levar Dillard takes off to steal second base in a game against UM-Rolla earlier

The Rivermen feU behind 1-0 in
the third inning but scored three in
the seventh and one in the ninth for
the 4-1 victory. The win moves the
Rivermen to 13-6 overall and 3-2 in
Great Lakes Valley Conference play.
Along with Brannan, Bob
Hlousek also has come through for

I

i

this season. Coach Jim Brady said the tam has
had problems on the base paths.

the Rivermen. As of press tim e,
Hlousek is batting .354 with rwo
home runs and 20 RBIs. He has 11
swlen bases in 13 atterripts and has
drawn 7 walks.
"Bob Hlousek is our caralyst and
is our most consistent player," Brady
said. "His defense reflects off his

I Tennis team drops two of three
__

_ _ _ _-_._

_

..BY
_.... _..DAVE
.... .. KINWORTHY
...
..._•..
._ .....-... ....-- ...

staff writer

- ~--

offens e."
Aside from the victory and rhe
winning record, Brady believes the
Rivermen are sti Ufar from achieving
their goals for the season. O ne of the
areas that needs most improvement
is base running.
"Ou r.base running has been atro-

---,,---
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Ir may not be a major upset, but

Bulls,
The game appeared a close one at
at i \ halftime as The Champs lead was
Wiscon- ! j only 34-32. But The Champs went
iI
Par k SI·d e i ' on a 6-0 run to open the second half
II
noon (DH) I and ultimately put away the game.
1
The Champs were paced by the
r-G-L.:-V-C-C-Iu-s-te--'ri 1 play of both guard Terrell
I
at :.•l Randolph and swing~ man Bret
I Romeoville, III. :; Cariveau.
TBA i l
The team was forced to play
•••.. _ ........... ... _ ••• ••••..••••••• _•••• •1 l.,~
without Randolph during the last
3:42 of the game due to receiving
1.:
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(ious," Brady said. "'Ill e have an
inability to read pitchers. There's no
excuse for OutS on the base paths
unless you're being aggressive. But
we're getting picked off. We need
more focus and concentration on
the bases."
Brady also wants the team to be
more consistent offensively. They
have yet to mack the breaking ball
consistently in back to back days.
Brady wants his players to let their
natural abilities to take center stage.
"Right now, we're play1ng like
we 're afraid to make mistakes,"
Brady said. "\'V'hen you play that
way, mistakes happen."
Brady also is concerned with the
Rivennen's mental focus . "It starts
in practice," Brady said. "Then it
goes into games, as well as on and off
field preparation. We have to make
a commItment."
Whether or nor the commitment
is made remains to be seen. With the
meat parr of the conference schedule
starting for the Rivermen, Brady
wants to see some Improvement.
"We have to mature and play
together as a unit," Brady said.
"There can't be any crying or pouring if you're nOt in th e lineup.
Players have to accept their roles if
we are to be successful." 0

with Kocis earning her second win of the day.
UM-St. Louis continued their hot play on
staff writer
Sunday, this time cruising by N orthern
The Riverwomen softball tcam hit on all Kentucky 6-0. Remarkably, Kocis earned
cylinders last week. The Riverwomcn went her third victory of the we kcnd.
"W had some good offen ive produ~
7-3 including C10ing 6-0 March 28 and 29
against some Great bke Valley Conference· rion," Kennedy said. "We missed some
opportunities bur we srill put them away
foes.
U.M.-St. Louis' olid play began at a early."
In the next game, the Riverwomen
GLVC cluster. The team played six games in
showed some heart. They fdl behind 3-0 to
rwo days, ,vinning aU six.
Senior Nicki Kocis started the winning Indianapolis. They also faced an uphill batrle
Streak that Saturday by pitching a no-hitter especially going against the Greyhound's
against Northern Kentucky. Behind Kocis, pitching ace.
However, Kuebler kept the damage to
the Riv·erwomen clung to a 1-0 victory.
"\Y/ e played great defensively," head coach only three runs setting the stage for UM-St.
Charlie Kennedy aid, "and Nicki kept them Louis' dramatic six run fifth liming comehack.
[Northern Kentucky] totally off balance."
''To come back like that against their ace
Kocis' performance brought her up to 3 J
and two-thirds scoreless innings pitched in a is something speci:1I," Kennedy said.
Kuebler earned the '.vin in the 6-3 victory.
row.
In the weekend finale, the Riverwomen
The next victim was Indianapolis.
Freshman Megan Kuebler four hit the continued their wining ways wi th a 10-1
thrashing of Ft. Wayne. Mooney earned her
Greyhounds in route to a 3-0 victory.
"The pitching was not dominant," first victory of the season as the Rivelwomen
Kennedy said, "but we played good defen- were swept in a doubleheader by SIUEdwardsville.
sively."
However, they would rebound in their
Saturday's final game pitted Indiana-Fe.
Wayne against the Riverwomen. UM-St. first game of their doubleheader Thursday
Louis jumped out to a lead, but Ft. Wayne against Quincy. The 1-0 win b,·,ke Quincy's
came back to tie it against starter Diana 14 game winning streak.
Kocis earned the victory with a complete
Mooney.
game
shutout. She only allowed three hits
"Diana reall), deserved to get that victory,
it would've been her first of the season," the entire game.
Quincy rebounded in the second game,
Kennedy said. "But by the third game of the
though,
'l\1th a 4-1 victory. Kuebler took the
day, our defense flattened out and we made
loss,
allowing
all four of Quincy's rum in the
some mistakes."
second
inning.
With the Ft.Wayne coming back, Kocis
111e Riverwomen are now 15-13 overall
came in and preserved the 3-3 cie. The
and
10-5 in GLVC play. 0
Riverwomen came back for a 5-3 victory,

Go.'lch Ric GyUenborg believes that it was a
match the Rivermen could have won.
"We won at number rwo and three doubles
and at number five and six singles," GyUenborg
said. '''The top of my team are the ooes who did
not come through."
The men had to play in horrible weather conditions, but Gyllenborg does not want to make
excuses.
"Vile played in 30 mph winds. We had the
option of playing in doors, but both coaches
decided to play outdoors," GyUenborg said
"We
played
---- , ,
outside because
It was a sunny
Stephanie Platt/ The Currenl
e won at
day and when
number
you
play A UM-St. Louis tennis player works on
indoors,
it his serve in practice last week.
two and three
COStS money. indoors and won 6-l.
doubles and at
Gyllenborg spoke highly of Davi d Crowell.
Neither coach
number five and
"Da\~d Crowell moved up w number one
wanted
to
six Singles, The
spend money doubles with SCOtt Goodyear and won 8-5. He
our of their is playing better and back at that number one
top of my team
budget when spot where he should be," Gyllenborg said. "He
are the ones
you play out- . also moved up to number four singles and won
who did not
6-2,6-2.n
doors."
The team then took on Washington
Gyllenborg
come through.
also comment- University and lost 9-0.
-Rick Gyllenborg ed that he was
,,\Ve got beat bad," GyUenborg said. "Wash.
tennis coach inlpressed with U is 11-3 and they lost to Emory College the
particular play- Di\~sion III top ranked team, 5-2."
Gyllenborg also said that he was quite disapers on the team.
"Stein Roteggard lost in a three-set tiebreak- pointed in his players.
"1 hoped for more out of my guys as we preer. It was an outStanding college tennis match,"
Gyllenborg said. "It was four all in the match, pare for Saturday against," Gyllenborg said. "I
and these guys fought to the death. It was a hoped they would have fought a little harder as
a team in mental prepararion for upcoming
shame that someone had to lose that match."
The Rivermen then took on St. Joseph's Indianapolis and IPF\V." 0
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BY ........................
JOE HARRIS
..................... .
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Riverwomen have
nearly solid week

.-- ..-.

The men's tennis team has lost two out of
their last three matches as their record decreased
w 3-8 overall.
The first match the Rivermen played was
against Lewis University in which the men lost

I

Ken Dunkin's column
appears every other week.
ContaCt him by phone at
871-219 2 ; by fax at 5166811; bye-mail at
kdunkin@rocketmaiJ.com; or
by mail at 7940 Natural
Bridge Road, St. Louis, MO
63121.

Stephanie Platt/ The Current
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let the call not get to me but it did."
Cariveau also put in an impressive performance as he converted on
a three-point play v.~th 49 seconds
left. He dominated the offensive
and defensive boards while maintaining excellent composure in rhe
clutch.
Cariveau thought that The
Champs played well in the second
half.
''We played well as a team defen-

K:~ II ~o~:;~:~c~~f~~~I·a~~ ~:~::~~ti~ ~:~l~,~:;~eu~l:~~a~~ ~:~'in~~~i~~~

TBA

1111",

----.J
; 1;1;11 ;illi i!llii!ilililiillil :! II Eli

According to Randolph, the ref-

the first half and the second
occurred in the second half when he

~ disputed a five -second call by the

players but they turned the ball over
in the second half a few times and
that COSt them the game." 0
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Corrections

Web site is great resource for music info
Ultimate Band list
www.ubl.com
Have you ever been interested in
a small, not necessarily mainstream
band which no one seems to know
about? Well, I have, and The
Rugbums are that band. I first saw
them play at the American Theater
opening up for Jewel (I have to
admit, I took my little sister). They
captivated me and to make matters
worse, no one knew who they were.
The Ultimate Band List came to the
rescue.
This site is amazing, they have
info on just about any band you can
think of. With JUSt a click of the
mouse, I found out about The

More letters to the editor on the web: www.umsl.edujstudentlifejcurrent

In
issue
918,
Student
Government Association comptroller candidate Steven Wolfe's
comment about what he would
like w do for the SGA was left
out in the election special. It is as
follows: "I want to make the
SGA look out for the needs of
the whole studem body, instead
of JUSt particular organizations."
In last week's parody issue,
The Stagnant, pages 2 and 7 were
blank due to production difficulties.
The Current apologizes for
these errors and any confusion
they may have caused.

Calli g all tunes
Rugburns. It included many links to
fans' homepages and also to the official homepage of the band. It was a
great resource in the search for info
on The Rugburns; and UBL came
through.
Without UBl.., I would have been
left out. I would have not been able
to find toO much information on
The Rugburns and I would have
been denied the music of one of my
favorite bands.
The Ultimate Band List is a great
resource for those looking for information on that OQe small band or
even that one large band you want to
look up.

FOR

-The Editor

E-mail letters to the
editor at
current@jinx.umsl.edu

-iv[atthew Regensburger

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
Looking for a way to earn extra money?

The DoubleTree Club Hotel Riverport
is looking for outgoing and responsible individuals
for the following positions:

April 6, 1998
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"OVER ONE MILLION OF
THE BEST MINDS IN
AMERICA HAVE ALREADY
CHOSEN THE BEST
RETIREMENT SYSTEM.
TIAA-CREF.
W

Today, TL'I.,'I.-CREF c,m help you

hen it comes to planning a comFortable Future, Amer-ica's best and

achie\·e e\·en more of·your· financi;d goals.

brightest turn to the expert: TL'l.A.-CREF.

From tax-dele'Ted annuities and I R,'l.s

\Vith OYer $200 billion in assets under
management, we're the ,,·orld's largest

to mutual funds, you·lliind the flexibility

retirement system, the nation·s leader in

history 01· peri"ormance, remarkably low

customer satisFaction<; and the overwhelm-

e.'\pen~L'S, and pee I' Ie::=; 5 COIl'l1111tlllent to

ing choice of people in education, research.

person:,1 ;;l'n·ice.

and related fields.

Find Out For ·Yourself

Expertise You Can Count On

To learn Illore ahou! the wodd·"
prct11ieJ' reliL'elllcnt organization,

talk

to

intelligent solutions to America's long-term

one 01· our re!in.'ment planning experts

planning needs. \Ve pioneered the portable

at I 800 8-12-2776

pension, invented the variable anouity, and

Or hetrer still, specck to one ofyou[·

(~

a.m.-II p.m. ET).

popularized the vel)' concept of stock investing

colleagues. Find out why, when it comes

for retirement. In fact. we manage the largest

(0

stock account in the world.

think alike.

Com petitive wages and excellent benefits package.
Please apply in person.
13735 Riverport Drive
Maryland Heights, MO 63043
Please call 314-298-3400 for directions.

II

and choice you need, backed by a prm·en

For 80 years, TIA,'I.-CREF has introduced

Ft I Pt Front Des k
Ft I Pt Restau rant Servers

RES EAR C H

planoing for tomorro\\". gn'at minds

Visit us on the Internet at www.tiaa-cref.org

l

J

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it. ·
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America's Strongest Banks
516-5742

FREE

,,
,,
,
I

1 Liter Drink
(Coke, Sprite, Diet Coke, Pibb)
with
. Any Fresh Pizza Purchase

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Friday, April 1Oth

University Center

Good till May 14, 1998

(U-Mart)

9aln -lpm

Employment Recruiters will be accepting applications for
Fun-time and Part-time openings:
B,etaiJ Bankin~
Centralized Depts.
Tellers
Collector
Sales Associates
Systems Analyst
Retail Specialists
Consunzer Loan Rep.
Personal Banking
Consumer Loan
Representatives
Production Asst.

FREE
16 oz Fountain Drink

• Excellent Benefits
• Tuition Reim bursement
• Advancement Opportunity
• Competative Compenstion

JOB HOTLINE:

516-5771

with

Fresh Bowl of Chili Purchase
Good till May 14, 1998

We're Growing!!
And we need Professional individuals interested in
working for a Strong, Stable Company.

(

(Candy Store)

---------------------------------------j

FREE

TO GO
516-7012

16 oz fountain Drink
with

Fresh SUB Purchase
(Does Not apply with Daily Special)
Good till May 14, 1998

(Sub-zone)

'ijCbe ([urrent
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Tom Wombache r, ad verti sing rep.
phone: 516-5316 fax: 516-6811
e-mail: current@jinx,ums l. edu
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UM-St. Louis students, faculty and staff :
Classifieds are FREE!!
CLASSIFIED
RATES

!VISA:
ltw-%?MAttu1

~y MA-t1G~O E"' I~ G

or e-mail
s1024157@admiral .umsl.edu
Two Schwinn ten speeds in
good working condition for $35
each. 516-8682
Kenwood tape player w / cd
changer controls for sale. Only
a few months old. 30w X 4.
$150 O.B.O. Please e-mail at
s990498@admiral.umsl.edu

Panasonic 12 speed bicycle $75,
Technics stereo, Tower speakers,
dual cassette, cd player,
. etc, .. $425, Pioneer 550 Cd player, 3 person tent, circular saw
$25, dirt devil vacuum cleaner
$50, various other household
items Call Vicky
862-0469
'

93 Mazda MX3 5-speed. white
71K miles, CD, AC, $5750 or
best offer. Call 256-0552
92 Eagle Summit (Small Van)
AWD, Auto, 00, air, Alpine
stereo, PS , PB, Rear defrost &
wiper, 79K miles, $6,700
Call (314) 464-3598
1992 Wlnstar Minivan, excellent condition - must sell. Call
516-6901
1989 Yamaha Radian
Excellent condition, low miles.
600cc Call 419-6062
Cellca 1980, 2-door, yellow,
Good Car, $450 Call 477-1284,
Leave message or ask for Joel

87 Nlssan Sentra, 5-Speed, 2door, white, AM/FM cassette,
runs great, 177 ,000 miles $700
O.B,O . Call 521-4559
86 VW Cabriolet Convertible
Looks & runs good, 5 speed ,
with nel.'/er top & tires $365(1
Must Sell 968-9981

Sony Recordable MinlDlsc
Player With Remote ONLY $2.25
Call Aaron at 644-5756.
Macintosh PowerBook 520 for
sale. Has 19.2 fax/modem, 8
megs of RAM , and System
7.5.5. Word processing and
data base programs included .
Please e-mail at
Moderick@aol.com for more
information.

6 month old Canon Innova
laptop lOx CD-ROM, 3.5 disk
drive, 16 bit stereo sound , fully
loaded software-inc I. Microsoft
Word & Works, modem &
more ... 5 YEAR WARRANTY!
$1300 Stefanie 739-2788
Mac Computer w/ Stylewriter
printer and word processing
software included. Compact
and dependable, Must sell:
$350 Call (314) 931-7386
Epson Dot matrix printer, 6
years o~d, but it's like NEW.
,Comes without printer cable.
$55 Call Heidi @ 516-8637
Jerry Rice Game Model Jersey,
brand NEW never worn, tags
still attached, $125 Call Ken @
871-2192 and leave a message,
TI-92 Graphing Calculator.
Have Manual & Cable.
Bookstore Price $249, I'm
asking $200 Call 436-3046

)'

Be an UMSL Peer Educator!
Gain career-related experience
and leadership skills!
* Help students in Career
Resource Center, ' * Plan, publicize, and deliver student programs, * Work 8-15 hours a
week. A fun j ob on campus!
For more info. call 516-5711 or
stop by 427 SSB
WIN A BIG SCREEN TV OR MAID
SERVICE FOR A SEMESTER
wh ile raising money for you r student organization. Earn up to
$5.00 per VISA/MasterCard
application. Th e 1st 50 groups
to complete the fundraiser
receive FREE MOVIE PASSES!
Call for details.
1-800-932-0528 x 75 .
Wanted: Assistant to help
disabled student with library
research. Fee negotiable.
Please contact John at 869-4968
- After 5:00 P.M.
Musicians Needed: Rappers,
si ngers , and OJ's ne eded for
local production crew. Locally
owned record label seeks new
artists. Call 871-2192 and leave
a
Choose your hours, your Income
and your rewards, Choose AVON!
Call Michele Brown today!
(314) 677-3543
Math Tutors needed for CAD
Math Lab. Must have a desire to
be helpful to others and at least
a B average through Ca lcul us III
or through Business Stats . Some
hours available now. Also
accepting applications for Fall ,
1998. Call 516-5181 or stop by
506 Tower.

I CAN'T COMMIT
'TOTt-\t RtLATIOtJSl-llP
BeCAUSE. 'I. Ntvt!2.
MA¥:;E ''P~AN'' Ii4A.T

WHAT~S

(314)

~OUR

516-5316

Kenpo Karate
Karate training provides same
level of physical activity as arcbics, same opportunity to
increase strength & flexibility as
weight training w/o becoming
boring or monotonous, Try it out
w/2 free 'vate lessons,

-FREE TEST. with immediate resultsOetects pregnancy 10 days after it begins.
-PRo'FESSIONAL COUNSELING & ASSISTANCE
All services ~re free and confidentiaL
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CATCH ME-, A.-JP I
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NEVER. WILL f'l6AI.J.

Call 3rd Degree Blackbelt wj7
years teaching experiences, '
Bruce Bozzay 727-6909.

t

G'-

How would you like to have your
very own EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT
or TUTOR? Contact M s, Valenc ia
P,O. Box 23703; St. Louis, M 0
63121;995-9277; I'd be more
than happy to assist you!

1 CAt.:)'T t-tAIJ'C S{;)( BE'CAutt
\\"\:,00 lATE, I HAVE A
\4£AOAU-It, IT', TOO HOT,
1'M TOO TIe-c O, I HAVE:
ALl.€:RGIES', ANO :t Tt; INK
I'M COI'-IING (/ow>.l WI TH
SOI'l€:T{1I"-G. SUT -n-IANkS

Fol2. ASKING,

"INCREDIBLE OPPORTUNITY"!!
Never forget special occasions,
events , and dates again!! We
will remind you for the rest of
you r entire life! For info.
Call Matt @ 631-8162
Japanese Cultural Exchange
Learn more about another cu lture
by opening your ·home to a
Japanese student this summer
(May 21-July 13) Call Kevin
McGue at 773-1380
FREE CELLULAR PHONE plus airtime from PREMIER CELLULAR
on all plans. Karen 966-8025
RESUMES, TERM PAPERS & RESEARCH MANUSCRIPTS TYPED
Free pick-up and delivery on campus. Fast turnaround (min. 48
hrs .) Wide variety of type styles
and paper stocks, Disk and hard
copy furnished on completion ,
Typing: $6 per page. Copies:
$.05each Call (314) 848-4560,

People who like free time.
The Air Force Reserve wants you to have
enough time for yourself, It's 2 days a
month, 2 weeks a year. So you can get
money for college, training and extra pay
without giving up everything else in your
life. Gall your local recruiter,

TIlE STUDE NT V OIC E OF

UM- ST.

LO UI S

~e WOU[rf fik.!-

to tak.!- this oppor~
tunity to than/( our many wonrferfu[ arfvertisers. We appreciate our
aivertisers.-auc£.. tfigir comtnittment to
and the sturfents of ruM-St. Loutt;. We
fwpe you rewarrf our arfvertisers) 60th on
ami off campus} with your patronage.
We afso fooKjo rwarrf to 6rif!£fing you
four nwre issues of %e Current
in this acarfemic year.

rv

Typing Service
All types word processing. Fast.
Accurate . ' Reasonable rates.
Ask for ~t-hleen 530-1734

bk>---

. Students/faculty/staff/ Student
organization the Pre-Optometry
Assoc. TailGate sale is April
25th 7:00a.m. to 4:30 p.m,
reserve your space now for just
$5 and get rid of that junk or
have a fund raiser call Lynn 3558786. info:
www.umsl.edu/-preopt/info.html

'IftanKJ, and {eep reading.

It is never too soon tobecome aHomeowner
You donlt have to keep paying
rent because you think you can lt
get a loan. I can help you buy
a house you can call home.

r----------.-~--~ _-~Coupon
good till
4113/98

,. . .

I~ i t Mag

Poetry Read ing
(i!.) .Library Ltd .
i l l Cl a yt on
.A pril 7 frOITI 7 -9
Come and bring
your friends !

... .. .. -·--.-----------.
~

~

Good
only at
this
location

Under New Management

137 N. Oaks Plaza
Intersection at

I

pqrt~e Cqte

les ~ r fOr
eVe/) sPeCb/

Lucas Hunt/Natural Bridge

tS!!

(314) 389-0029

'<

Open Seven Days a week -> 10a.m. - Midnight

r----------.
,------------------ --1" r--- --------- -I
: $1 off any:
: Free 16oz. Drink : : $.50 off any :
: Footlong :,
:L ____________________
with any purchase:J : _ _ _6_ ___
inch
:
_ _____ _
L _____________________
Coupon good only for one of the three____________
discounts listed above. _ __ J
1I_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1

I

J
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~
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TALENT SEARCH .' r.'··

Prudential

INTERNATIONAL.

Patterson Real tors

. Get A New Career!!
. Check out the Fun & Exciting world of
Real Estate!
We have immediate opportunities for
full time, career oriented people to JOlll
our dynamic, cutting edge team,
We offer on-the-job training, above
average earnings &so much more !
See what the Prudential PatteISon
advantage can mean to you! .

Call Rory Schwartz today at (31 4) 871-2749

.

. .-... -:::.
~

AUDITIONS
4/11/98

Tired of looking for just a job!

Pregnant?

f

,0 SE.

IVItAN To ~"FRI~t.JD~.

FAR ItJ ClVv'ANCS.

Donnetta Wells
C & C Mortgage Services
(314) 522-8255
Women's Self Defense Seminar
3 hour hands on training semi nar.
This is not a lecturer or karate
course. Do it for yourself. For
seminar dates and times, Call
Bruce Bozzay 727-6909 or
Brentwood Community Cente r
963-8689.

1. Io4A\I£

OEAL?

Otherwise, classified advertising is $10 for 40 words or less in straight text fonnat. Bold and
CAPS letters are free All classifieds must be prepaid by check, money order or credit card.
Deadline is Thursday at 5 pm prior to publication.

http://www.umsl.edu/studentlife/ current/

;;::11::

8:00 A.M . - 6 :00 P.M .

Holiday Inn Westport

Those select ed receive local, national job opportunities

* Registrat ion Fee - $35.00

*

Bring Pict ure 1. 0 ., Two reference letters,
& Props
* 4 minute max
* Under age 16 accompanied by adult

TIT~NIC SINKS!
APRIL 14,1998: THE TITANIC RE,TISlTED
Dr. Charles Pellegrino
7:00 Pl\1
.. . ' d~ ,
Titanic: An Archeological Odyssey
l.e. Penney Au Itoflum A Multimedia Presentation

RIL 14, 1912:
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Tickets available in the
Office of Student Activities
267 University• Center

Dr. Charles Pellegrino:

* lead archeologist on the exploration of the
Titanic's remains

* author of Her iVame) Titanic

..

*

"Father of Jurassic Park"

*

Co~Designer

:,

of the Valkyrie Rocket

Come visit ,vith Dr. Pellegrino, hear his story,
and see rare and never before seen video
showing the exploration of the Titanic's
•
remams.

APRIL 6

* Movie Marathon - FREE

~

APRIL 7
~

U Center Lounge

" Mr. Holland 's Op ~s"
" Awakeni ngs"
"Man Without A Face"

~

9:00 a.m.
12:15 p.m.
2:30 p.m

* Disability Awareness Information
Marillac Lobby
DISABILITY SIMU LATI ONS (South Campus)
10 :00 - 12:00 Noon
Fat City ("How Difficult Can This Be")

*Disability Awareness Information
U Center Lobby
DISABILITY SIMULATIONS (North Campus) 9:00 - 2:00 p.m.
* WHEELCHAIR CROSS-CAMPUS MARATH ON RACE 12:15 p.m.
Sign-Up in U CENTER LOBBY by NOON

U Center Lounge
9:00
12:00
3:00
5:45

, " Man Without A Face"
" Mr. Holland's Opus"
"Slingblade"
"Awakenings"

APRIL 9
APRIL 8

*Movie Marathon - FREE

~

* Movie Marathon - FREE
U Cent er Lounge
"Slingblade"
"Awakenings"
"Man Without A Face"
"Mr. Holland's Opus"

APRIL 10
~

a.m. '
noon
p.m.
p.m.

9:00
12:00
2:15
5 ·

a.m.
Noon
p.m.
p.m.

Meritorious Service Awards Ceremony
126 J.C. Penney .
12:15 p.m.

Sponsored by

STUDENTS WITH disABILITIES ASSOCIATION
OFFICE OF STUDENT AFFAIRS
OFFICE OF EQUAL OPPORTUNITY

" THE CURRENT
AMERICAN HOMEPATIENT (Formerly United Medical)
STUDENT COUNCIL FOR EXCEPTIONAL CHILDR

I

